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General information

This study includes data for population, customers, 
non customers, and checkouts for census block 
groups that are within or cross over the City of 
Henderson boundaries. 

Population is 2018 current year estimate of 
population. 

Data about population, customers, noncustomers, 
and checkouts are organized by census block 
group. Checkouts are from customers who made 
the checkouts, not the outlet from which they were 
borrowed, unless otherwise noted.

Checkouts dates are for the last few years.

Customers are counted as individuals, not 
households. Multiple individual customers can 
reside at the same address. Children are 
individuals with or without their own cards.
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Each customer’s address was geocoded. Some 
customer records cannot be geocoded due to non 
standard addresses (e.g., PO Boxes, General 
Delivery), bad data entry (e.g., address number is 
missing or address number doesn’t fit the address 
range), bad street direction (e.g., missing or wrong 
north, south, east, west), or bad street suffix (e.g., 
missing or wrong -- “street” should be “avenue” or 
“place” should be “boulevard”). 

If a customer was not geocoded then their 
checkouts are not included. 

Please see the FAQ for other definitions.

Please note that non customers equal the 
population minus customers. Children without 
cards are noncustomers.

No data from LVCCLD block groups is included in 
this presentation. We’ll include that data at a later 
time.



Segment Overview
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Segmentation 
data

Market segmentation answers questions like:

Who are our best customers?

What are they like?

How do we communicate with 
them?

Where can we find more like 
them?

Data sourced from STI, Austin 
Texas -- a leading national data 
provider to top businesses 
across multiple industries
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Market segmentation basics

Categorizes existing and potential 
customers into groups based upon 
common characteristics such as age, 
gender, income, and geography relating 
to consumption behavior.

Combines cluster analysis with latest 
data mining techniques. 

Utilizes data from STI, U.S. Census 
Bureau, and consumer market surveys.

72 segments are organized in 15 groups 
nationally

Market segmentation is a model of reality
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Market segmentation basics

How people look                |             How people act
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Market segment descriptions
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Segment Findings
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Usage summary
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Families with 
Children

156,516
51% share

18 segments

Singles, Couples 
(few kids) 

117,571
38% share

9 segments

Seniors with 
children

33,626
11% share

5 segments

Population segment data summary
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Population maps
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Segment maps
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Largest: Sublime Suburbia: 36,417 people 
11.8% of the population 

Smallest: Doublewides: 748 people or 0.2% 
of the population

Average size: 9,616 people per segment

Median: 8,429 people per segment

Note: population share is the percentage of 
the population for each segment. 

Formula: the segment’s population divided 
by the total population.

Population by segment
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Top segment distribution

There are 32 segments

The top two segments account for just under 
one in five people -- 61,879 people (20.1%)

The top 8 segments account half of the 
population -- 157,549 people (51.2%)

The top 12 segments account for two-thirds 
of the population -- 202,196 people (65.7%)

Bottom segment distribution

The bottom 20 segments account for 
one-third of the population -- 105,517 
people 

That’s about 5,276 people per segment or 
0.4% per each segment

Segment population distribution
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Customers and noncustomers by segment

Customer share is the 
percent of customers for 
each segment. 

Noncustomer share is the 
percent of noncustomers 
for each segment.

Formulas: 

Customers -- the segment’s 
number of customers 
divided by the total number 
of customers. 

Noncustomers -- the 
segment’s number of 
noncustomers divided by 
the total number of 
noncustomers.
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Customers and noncustomer distribution

Customers

Largest: Sublime Suburbia 20,101    12.6%

Followed by: 

Educated Earners 16,837 10.5%

Wizards 9,703 6.1%

Sitting Pretty 8,553 5.4%

Couples with Capital 8,965 5.6%

Solo Acts 7,046 4.4%

Regents 7,026 4.4%

Top 8: 53% of customers

Top 12: 66% of customers

Bottom 18: 25% of customers

Non Customers

Largest: Sublime Suburbia 16,316 11.0%

Followed by: 

Sitting Pretty 14,331 9.7%

Educated Earners 8,625 5.8%

Couples with Capital 7,680 5.2%

Suburban Singles 7,371 5.0%

S* Seeks S* 6,654 4.5%

Wizards 6,393 4.3%

Top 8: 49% of customers

Top 12: 65% of customers

Bottom 18: 26% of customers
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All customers 
include those 
with and 
without 
checkouts.

Customer and noncustomer maps
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All customers 
include those 
with and 
without 
checkouts.

Density is the 
population per 
square mile 
displayed by 
block group.

Customer and noncustomer density maps
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Population, customer, checkout share by segment
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Customers and noncustomers by segment
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Market share and market potential by segment

Market share is customers as a percent of the population.

Market potential is noncustomers as a percent of the 
population.

Market share and market potential add to the total 
population.



Market share and market potential distribution

Average:                                        52% / 48%

Largest Share: Apron Strings/Hard Hats 77% / 23%

Largest Potential: Gainfully Employed 13% / 87%

Distribution of market potential:

   13 segments between 50%  and 100%

   11 segments between 40%  and    50%

      5 segments between 30%  and    40%

     3 segments between    0%  and    30%
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Market share and market potential maps
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Market 
potential is 
noncustomers 
as a percent of 
the 
population.

The dark 
brown block 
groups 
represent 
more 
noncustomers 
and therefore 
higher 
customer 
growth 
potential.

The yellow 
block groups 
represent 
fewer 
noncustomers 
and therefore 
lower 
customer 
growth 
potential.

Two segments by market potential maps
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Market 
potential is 
noncustomers 
as a percent of 
the 
population.

The dark 
brown block 
groups 
represent 
more 
noncustomers 
and therefore 
higher 
customer 
growth 
potential.

The yellow 
block groups 
represent 
fewer 
noncustomers 
and therefore 
lower 
customer 
growth 
potential.

Two more segments by market potential maps
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Checkout distribution

Largest: Sublime Suburbia with 560,000 checkouts or 11%

Followed by: 

Educated Earners 465,000 9%

Couples with Capital 377,000 7%

Regents 306,000 6%

Wizards 301,000 6%

Sitting Pretty 297,000 6%

Solo Acts 211,000 4%

The top 10 segments account for over six in 10 (61%) of checkouts
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Checkouts are from geocoded cardholders, not by 
branch. 

Checkout share is the percent of the checkouts for 
each segment. 

Formula: each segment’s checkouts divided by the 
total checkouts.

Checkouts by segment
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Checkouts and checkout density maps



Sample Segment Descriptions
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Sublime 
Suburbia
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Example segment description



Educated 
Earners
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Example segment description



Segment Category Findings
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Segment category distribution

Population summary

Largest: Married in the Suburbs: 71,296 
people 23% of the population 

Smallest: Urban Cliff Dwellers: 6,992 people 
or 2.3% of the population

Average size: 30,771 people per category

Median: 29,460 people per category

Top category distribution

There are 10 categories 

The top two categories account for just 
under one in four people -- 120,156 people 
(39.0%)

The top 4 categories account two-thirds of 
the population -- 199,790 people (64.9%)

Bottom category distribution

The bottom 6 categories account for 
one-third of the population -- 54,580 people 

That’s about 9,097 people per segment or 
5.7% per each segment



Population by segment group

Population share is the percent of 
population for each category. 

Formula: each category population 
divided by the total population.
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Market segment category map
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Segment/category crosswalk



Customers and noncustomer by segment category

Customer share is the percent of customers for each category. 

Noncustomer share is the percent of noncustomers for each category.

Formulas: 

Customers -- the category’s number of customers divided by the total number of customers. 

Noncustomers -- the category’s number of noncustomers divided by the total number of noncustomers.
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Customers and noncustomers by segment category distribution

Customers

Largest: Married in the Suburbs

38,531     24.1%

Followed by: 

Single in the Suburbs 29,853 18.7%

Creme de la Creme 18,486 11.6%

Urban Cliff Climbers 18,211 11.4%

Top 2: 43% of customers

Top 5: 76% of customers

Non Customers

Largest: Married in the Suburbs

32,765     22.1%

Followed by: 

Urban Cliff Climbers 24,771 16.7%

Single in the Suburbs 19,007 12.8%

Going it Alone 18,867 12.7%

Top 2: 35% of customers

Top 5: 76% of customers
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Population, customer, checkout share by segment group
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Market share and market potential

Average:      52% / 
48%

Largest Share: Struggling Alone 73% / 27%

Largest Potential: Urban Cliff Dwellers 13% / 87%

Distribution of market potential:

3 categories between 60%  and 80%  

2 categories between 50%  and 60%

4 categories between 40%  and 50%

1 category between       0%  and 40%
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Customers and noncustomer comparison
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Checkout distribution

Largest: Married in the Suburbs with 1,326,000 

checkouts or 26%

Followed by: 

Creme de la Creme 734,000 14%

Single in the Suburbs 734,000 14%

Urban Cliff Climbers 590,000 12%

Going it Alone 547,000 11%
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Checkouts are from geocoded cardholders, not by branch.

Checkout share is the percent of checkouts for each category. 

Formula: the checkouts from each category divided by the total checkouts.



Demographic Findings
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Age by segment
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Relatively high number of kids and teens -- nearly 3 in 10 

28% -- age 0 to 19

Few college age and 20-somethings

12% -- age 20 to 29

Modest parental years and empty nesters

42% between age 30 and 64

19% between 50 and 54

High number of seniors

19% -- nearly one in five -- age 65 +



Age distribution

Average age = 39

   2 segments under ave age 30

   6 segments between ave age 30 and 35

13 segments between ave age 35 and 40

  8 segments between ave age 40 and 49

  0 segments between ave age 50 and 60

  2 segments over ave age 60

Distribution by segment

Most youthful segments:

Proud Parent 30 average age

Urban Moms & Dads 30

Kindred Spirit 32

S* Seeks S* 34

Charmed Life 34

White Collar Status 34

Oldest segments: 

Golden Heritage 67

Legacy Years 62

Making Ends Meet 49

Regents 48

Marmalade & Money 42
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Income distribution
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Distribution by average household income

4 segments under $50,000 average household income

8 segments between $50,000 and $75,000

12 segments between $75,000 and $100,000

6 segments between $100,000 and $150,000

2 segments over $150,000

Distribution by income groups (by household)

14% under $25,000 household income

8% between $25,000 and $35,000 

13% between $35,000 and $50,000 

21% between $50,000 and $75,000 

26% between $75,000 and $125,000

13% between $125,000 and $200,000 

4% over $200,000 



Race and ethnicity distribution

Distribution by race

Three-quarters are white 76% 

1 in 10 are 2 or more races 4%

Fewer than 1 in 10 Asian 8%

One in 20 are black 5%

The rest are Pacific Islander and American Indian

Hispanic population distribution

19% of the population -- 58,445 people -- are 

Hispanic ethnicity across all races

Largest number of Hispanic ethnicity 
by segment

Educated Earners: 6,282 people / 24.7% of this 

segment’s population

Sublime Suburbia: 6,009 people / 16.5% of this 

segment’s population

Sitting Pretty: 5,263 people / 23.0% of this 

segment’s population

Suburban Singles: 3,909 people / 28.8% of this 

segment’s population

Proud Parents: 3,145 people / 32.1% of this 

segment’s population
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Race and ethnicity distribution
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      Race and Ethnicity
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